Managed Cyber
Security Services
Security Monitoring & Alerting
Log Monitoring, Analysis, Threat Intelligence,
& Alert Management
Enterprises can generate millions of log alerts everyday
making the recognition and analysis of meaningful
alerts in real-time a complicated, resource-consuming
challenge. Today, security teams are struggling to stay
focused on managing resource bandwidth, finding
security skill-sets, and simply keeping the lights on.
But there’s a solution that can put you in control. ARMR
security monitoring solutions managed by our team of
certified security analysts offer the focus and expertise
required to meet your objectives 24/7/365. That means
peace of mind, and the time and resources needed to
concentrate on keeping up with strategic innovative
business demands

Powerful Delivery Architecture
ARMR solutions are products of industry veterans
responsible for building what are now some of today’s
leading worldwide service delivery platforms. Our
team has deep insight and proven success into the
complexities and requirements of delivering managed
security services. We are keenly focused on the end
user experience, and we take a visionary approach
when it comes to staying ahead of anticipated
growth and demand. Our proprietary next-generation
management platform for all ARMR Security Managed
Service Solutions, not only meets today’s needs but is
flexible and powerful enough to anticipate tomorrow’s
demands, proactive in identifying compromising before
the crisis becomes full-blown.

ARMR’s customer portal provides unprecedented visibility
into an organisation’s security positions so they can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

View and customise dashboards and reports
Leverage analytics to reveal business intelligence
Download reports
Review and search alerts
Open and manage tickets
Access the ARMR knowledge base
Manage assets and system inventory
Visibility into outside real third party threat intelligence

Real-Time Visibility &
Actionable Intelligence

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24/7 real-time monitoring, alerting &
analysis by certified security analysts
Integrated business intelligence &
analytics to make better business
decisions
Asset classification & reporting
Threat intelligence
Flexible & customizable reporting
Easy integration with existing
workflow products
Pre-built security & compliance
reports

Enables you to:

•

•

•

•

•

Tel: 01635 800410
Email: armr@cloud-distribution.com
ARMR
Managed Services

Managed Services Solutions

Identify & protect against persistent
and evolving threats 24/7/365
Achieve log monitoring compliance
requirements for industry regulations
such as PCI DSS, GLBA, NERC, CIP,
& HIPAA
Gain unprecedented visibility into
the organisation’s security posture
through customisable dashboards &
reports

•

Proprietary, next-generation
management platform
Intelligently reduces numbers of
alerts entering 24/7 SOCs, enabling
analysts to identify key protections
& provide consistent, high quality
service
Collects, normalizes, & assesses
log streams before sending alerts
to ARMR data centers for further
correlation & analysis

